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A BSTRACT. An experimental progra mme has been carried out for studying te mperate-i ce sliding over
r ock surfaces with a wide ra nge of r oughnesses, for n ormal and shear stresses comparable to those expected
und er real ice masses. The limiting stati c shear stress for acceleration has been found to be directly proporti onal to the normal load giving a con stant limiting coeffici e nt of stat ic fri ctio n characteristic of the surface.
Fo r a consta nt applied normal stress N and shear stress Tb, well below the limiting static shear, a steady
velocity Vb results whi ch increases a pproxima tely proportionally to Tb and d ecr eases with in creas ing Nand
the roughness of the surface. For high norma l stress the veloc ity becomes a pproximately proportion a l to the
shear stress cubed and inversely prop o rtio na l to the normal stress. As the shea r stress increases a ccele ra tion
sets in, whi ch, for different roughn ess a nd norm al loads, te nds to occur for a co nsta nt value of the produ ct Tb Vb.
F o r some surfaces at high norm al loads this acceleration was reta rded by erosio n. For consta nt-a ppliedvelocity tests a steady shear stress res ulted, which tend ed to become co nsta nt with hig h velocities, a nd whi ch
in creased with increa sing norma l stress but w ith a redu ced coeffi cient of sliding fri ction. The rel evan ce of
the results to the sliding of real ice m asses is discussed with parti cula r referen ce to the importa nce of the effect
of the rel ati ve no rmal stress, a bove b asal water pressure, to the sliding ra te.
R ESUME. E ludes empiriques du glissemen t de la glace. On a mis a u point un progra mme experi menta l pour
e tudier la gl ace te mpe ree est so n glisse m e nt sur des surfaces r ocheuses de ru gos ite varian t d a ns d e g ra ndes
proportions, pour d es etTorts norm a ux o u un cisa illeme nt compa rables a ceu x qu e l'on peut a tte indre d a ns
d es masses reell es d e glace. On a trou ve que la contra inte d e cisa ill ement sta tiqu e limite pou r a boutir a u ne
acceleration est directe ment proporti o nn ell e a la cha rge n o rm a le ce qui donn e un e valeur limi te constante
du coeffi cient d e fri ction stati que qui est un e ca racteristique d ' u ne surface. P o ur un effort norma l co nsta nt
Net une co ntra inte d e cisa ill ement Tb , bi e n inferieure a u c isa illemen t sta tiqu e limite, une vitesse d 'equilibre
V b s'eta blit qui cro it a pprox ima ti vem e nt co mm e T b et d en'o it qua nd croisse nt N e t la rugosit e de la surface.
P o ur un effort n o rm a l importa nt la v itesse dev ient approximat ivement propo r t io nn ell e au cube du cisaill ement et in verse m e nt proportionn ell e a l'e ffo rt norma l. Lorsque le cisaill ement c ro it, l' accelerati on commence
qui, pour d iffe re ntes rugosites, et diffe re ntes charges no rm ales tend a ma inte nir co nsta nt le p roduit T b V b.
Pour certa ines surfaces a fortes cha rges no rm a les, cette accelera tion est reta rd ee par l'eros ion. P our d es
essa is it vitesse co nsta nte, on obtient un c isaillement sta bl e qui tend it d even ir co nsta nt avec des vitesses fo rtes
et cro it qua nd a ugme nt e l'effort no rma l m a is avec un coe ffi cient red uit de fri c ti on. L'appli ca bilite des
resulta ts a u glisse m e nt d e masses d e g lace reellcs est discutee avec une reference pa rri culiere a l'impo rta n ce d e
l'e ffet de l' effort n o rmal rela tif, a u-d ess us d e la press io n h ydra uli que au fond , sur la vitesse d e g lissement.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. E mpirische Studien Z UIIl E isgleitell. Zum Stud iu m tempe ri e rt e n E ises, das ube r FdsoberAachen verschi ede nste r R auhi gkeit u nte r Nor mal- und Sch e rs pa nnungen, w ie sie unte r wirklichen E ism asse n
zu erwarten sind , gl e itet, wurd e ein V ers u chsprogra mm durchgeftihrt. Di e sta tische G renzsch ersp a nnu ng
fu r Beschleunigunge n erga b sich a ls dire kt p roportiona l z ur No rma ll as t, was z u e in em konstan te n G renzkoe ffi zienten d er statischen R eibung ruhrt, d el' fUr die Obe rA ache cha ra kteristisc h is!. Bei ein er ko nsta nten
Norm alspa nnung N und ein er Sche rsp a nnung T b, die we it unterhalb d el' statisch en G renzscherkra ft li egt,
e rg ibt sich eine ste tige Geschwindigke it Vb , die na herungsw eise proportio na l zu T b a nwachst u n d mil
w achsendem N und haherer Obe rA ach e nra uhigkeit abnimmt. Bei hohe r N o rma lspa nnung wird di e
Geschwindigkeit annahernd proportion a l zur 3. Pot enz d el' Schers pa nnung und rez iprok zur N o rma lsp a nnung. Mit w achsender Scherspannung setzt Beschl eunigung ein, di e bei verschied ener Rauhigkeit und
N o rmallast ein en ko nstanten Wert fur d as Produkt Tb Vb zustrebt. Bei einige n OberAachen und h ohen
Norma llasten wurd e diese Beschl eunigung durch Eros io n verzagert. Be i V ersuchen mit konsta nter
Geschwindigkeit e rgab sich ein e stetige Sch erspa nnung, die b e i h ohen Geschwindig keiten einer K o nsta nten
z ustrebte und mit wachsender Normalsp a nnung zunahm , jedoch mit a bnehm e nd em G leitreibungskoe ffi zie nt.
Di e Bed eutung d e l' Ergebnisse fur d as Gle iten wirklich er Eism assen wird d iskutie rt, besonders unter d em
Aspekt des EinAusses d el' rela tive n N o rma lspa nnung ube r dem Wasserd ru c k a m U ntergrund a uf die
Gle itgeschwindigke it.

BACKGROUND AND AIMS

Empirical studies of ice sliding began with the work of Hopkins ( 1845, 1849) who studied
steady sliding velocities as a function of slope and who also discovered there was a limiting
slope beyond which acceleration sets in. He also found that for a given slope the steady speed
157
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increased with load. These findings are basic features of ice sliding but his tests did not cover a
range of roughnesses or examine the effects of normal stress and shear stress independently.
Although the velocities were comparable to real glacier velocities , the normal and shear
stresses were about two orders of magnitude too low.
Extensive studies of ice sliding were carried out by Bowden and Tabor ( 1950- 64) but
these did not cover the conditions of stress, roughness, and velocity appropriate to glaciers.
Nevertheless, some useful friction properties of ice were obtained which do have some relevance
to glacier sliding.
A series of tests of ice sliding, wear, and erosion was carried out by'Lister and others
( 1968). These studies however were not aimed at establishing an ice-sliding relation. Barnes
and others ( 197 I) studied coefficients of ice sliding friction over a wide range of velocities,
from about IQ - I to 107 m a - I, for different surface types at temperatures from 0 to - 18'5°C.
These results established several important facts, including the existence of a double-valued
friction law for ice and the occurrence of the maximum coefficients of friction at velocities in
the range 10 2 to 10 3 m a- I. The marked increase in friction at lower temperatures was also
clearly demonstrated. These results however did not 'differentiate clearly the efTects of
varying shear and normal stress independently, neither was a systematic study of t hc effect
of roughness, especially for high roughnesses, .carried out. A further limitation of techniques
used in these tests was that the area of the ice contact was very small (80 mm 2 or less ) which
made large-scale roughness difficult to assess.
A serious attempt was made by Chadbourne and others (1975) to test ice-sliding theories
with experiments to measure the sliding velocities as ice moved under load down various
inclined rough surfaces. They noticed a number of important results: First, for constant shear
stress the velocity decreased ...yith normal stress. Secondly, for a constant normal load the
velocity. varied linearly with shear stress. Finally, it was noted that higher velocities appeared
to result from the increasing water-film thickness caused by the frictional energy dissipation.
All these results have been found to be important in. the present study, but it should be noted
that their normal stress was low ( ~3 bar) and the roughness was on a small scale, but the
amplitudes of asper:ities was larger than the expected water-film thickness
The inception of the present study was described briefly by Budd ( 1976). Our major aim
is to examine the sliding properties of ice relevant to the basal sliding of ice masses. That is to
say, an attempt is made to study shear stresses and normal stresses comparable to those under
real glaciers for ice sliding over rock-type surfaces with a wide range ofroughnesses. The main
problem is that it is difficult to match the large scales of features under real glaciers, so that a
range of scales needs to be studied to determine the effect of scale, as far as is practicable.
For most real glaciers, typical normal stresses range from 5 to 50 bar, and shear stress from
about 0.5 to 2 bar. Some large glaciers have higher normal stresses but rarely exceed two bars
shear stress. Hence the measurements carried out so far have been designed to cover these
ranges and to go beyond them where it is convenient to do so. Although some experiments in
this programme have been for cold ice, most have been for ice at or near pressure-melting
point; sliding in natural ice masses is probably much more important for pressure-melting
conditions.
.
The velocities studied have been principally in the range from I to 10 5 m a- I which covers
the range from normal, slowly moving glaciers to high-speed surging glaciers.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Types of rough slabs

We found, as did Hopkins ( 1849), that for high normal loads a smooth, polished marble
surface offered negligible resistance to the sliding of melting ice. The smoothest cement
surfaces of concrete slabs, however, were found to withstand shear stresses to 0.5 bar when the
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Fig.

I . Photographs oJJOllr slabs used Jor the ice-sliding exp eriments: a (upper lift) cOl/crete slab (2) with a smooth cement
finish ; b (upper right ) shale mudstone, with fine grain texture but rougher on the scale oJ about 10 mm; c (lower lift ) coarsesawn volcallic rock, fine grained but with high roughness on the scale about 3 111111; d (lower right ) pebble slab manuJactured
J rom closely packed smooth pebbles (about 5 - 1 0 mill ) embedded in cOl/crete. A scale TIIle marked ill mm and cm is shown in
each photograph .

Fig .

2. Slab profiles. Vertical elevation profiles are given J or the slabs oJ Figure 1 plus a rough-sawn granite slab as obtained
Jrom a profilometer using a stylus tip with radius 0.25 mm . These are typical sample traces Jrom much longer records taken
Jrom several lines along sliding directiol/s. Each division on the vertical scale oJ this figure is equivalent to a distance 0.1
0 .5 mill. H owever, the vertical scaleJor the cOllcrete slab is enlarged 20 times w ith respect to the others, and so each divisioll
Jor profile 5 is equivalent to 0 .0 25 mill.
I, pebble ; 2, coarse ; 3, granite ; 4, shale; 5, concrete (2).
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normal stress reached 20 bar. Hence, these were studi ed toge ther with ro ug hcl' sla bs such as
rough saw-cut granite, and an artificial slab made of pe bbles embedded in co ncrete. :\n
attempt was made with the roug her slabs to vary th e wavel e ng th and amplitude of th e major
asperities. Some of these slabs are illustrated in Figure I . Lin ear on e-dimension a l eleva tion
profiles were determined with profilometers using styli with radii from 0.025 to 0.25 mm.
Some examples are given in Figure 2. Estimates of predominant wavel eng ths A and amplitudes a for some typical cases are given in Tabl e I togeth er with deri ved va lues of Ala. AZla,
and A31a2 which are relevant to some common sliding th eori es (Weertman. 1957. 1964 ;
Lliboutry, 1968, 1975; Nye , 1969 ; Kamb , 1970). The sliding velocit y for 0.3 bar shear.
with 3.5 bar normal stress, as discussed below is also shown . Some sampl e "roughness" spectra
calculated for three slabs are shown in Figure 3. The sizes of th e slabs vari ed , but genera lly
the surface of the slab was a rectangle with sides 0.5 to 1 m long.
TABLE

Pebble
Coarse
Shale
Concrete

I.

ESTIMATES OF PREDOMINANT WAVELENGTHS AND AMPLITUDES FOR THE STONE SLABS

a
mm

A

A

mm

a

0.16
0.10
0.005

4
1.5
1.8
0·33

4
9·4
18
68

I

GY

16
88
330
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10

I
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V

mm

mm
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Fig. 3. Some typical " roughness" power spectra are illustrated by plots of (a/ A)' versus log A where (f and A are the (I l1/plitudes
and wavelengths of the Fourier components representing the line profiles of the slab SIlrfaces.

Sliding rigs

A number of different rigs were used in order to strike an acceptable balance between
large normal loads and large contact areas . Three main types were as follows (see Fig. 4) :
Single-block rig. A metal cover with sides 0.03 m high was placed over the top of a block of
ice of approximate dimensions 0.1 X 0.1 X 0.05 m 3 or 0.2 X 0.2 X 0.05 m 3 to provide a
platform with which to load the ice normally. An attachment point allowed the shear
stress to be applied. With this system it was difficult to exceed a normal stress of three
bar before load instability became a problem.
Table rig. In this case a large, rectangular table tray was constructed to a size of about
2 X 0.3 m Z • Ice legs were placed so as to jut out from hollows in the table legs. A
large plank was placed over the table and could be loaded with about two tonnes of
lead. With a total ice-leg contact area of about 4000 mm Z this rig could produce
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a stress o[ abo ut 50 ba r. H owever, above 25 bar (roughly, the crushing strength of
temperate ice) the unconfined legs did not last long eno ugh [or realistic tests. A
confined ice-leg sys tem was devised u sing "Teflon" (polytetrafluoroe th ylene) sleeves
a round the ice through which "Tefl on" piston legs forced the ice ou t at the bottom
in to contact with the slab. With this system the full capacity of the rig could be
utilized a nd tests have so far been carri ed out successfully up to 40 bar normal stress.
A range of total contact a reas from ( 1.3 to 7) X 10 3 mm z are used .
Sledge rig. In this case two strips of ice 0 .16 X 23 mm Z b y 35 mm high were placed into
parallel slots about 0.4 m apart in a solid rig which could then be loaded comfortably
to about 0.35 tonne which gave a norm al stress of about 5 bar. This system was used
[or making time-lapse movies of the sliding processes at the interface. It was also useful
for studying ice flow over larger-scale irregularities than covered by the table-rig legs.
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Fig. 4. Plan and profile sketches fo r the various sliding-rig COI!/igurations. The position of the ice is shown hatched. In each
case the ice rests on the slab (in an ice-water bath ) and is held by a metal frame on which a normal load is placed and a
horizontal shear fo rce is applied th rough a cable. For high loads with the tab le rig, "Teflon" sleeves around the ice were
used, to prevent the ice collapsing, with the load being applied 011 the ice by "Tef/oll" pistons.

Apparatus configuration
The slabs were placed in ice- water baths a nd loaded with the ice rigs a nd weights for the
normal load. Some experiments were carried out by tilting th e slabs and measuring the angle
to calculate the shear stress. These were found to give the same results as ob ta ined by levelling
the slabs a nd applying the shear direct throug h a horizonta l cable from a load ac ting over a
pulley. This latter system was generally used . For the table rig, two sla bs and baths were
used , with one each for the back a nd front pa irs of legs to a llow the fu ll leng th of the slabs to
be used . A large dial micro meter gauge cou ld be set at th e b ack of the rig to measure the
displacem ent of the frame.
Limiting jtatic shear
These types of tests are commonly used in engineering practice to dete rmine the upper
• limit of the coefficient of frictio n fLs, which is d efined as the ratio of shear stress, T S to normal
stress N required to indu ce acceleration from a stationary position ,

(I)
The technique used here was to place the rig with the ice on slabs in ice- water baths and
then to load them with lead in order to reach the required normal stress. Then, after some
time to allow "seating" on the rough slabs, a h orizontal shear stress was applied by means of a
II
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large spring bala nce whic h increased the force over a period of seconds un til the rig sta rted
to move for ward quickly. The maximum shear stress o btained is referred to here as the
limiting sta tic shear stress T S' For large shear loads ( ~ 100 kg) it was necessar y to add weights
to the shear line prior to a pplying the spring-balance force because shear stresses in excess of
ten bars ( 400 kg for the tabl e rig) were required .

Constant-appLied-shear tests
For these experiments t he rigs were load ed with the normally-acting loa d a nd allowed to
seat. The shear load was then added b y a system of weig hts on a cable over a pulley . The
displacem en t of the rig was then measured as a fu nction of time usually over a number of
hours , d epending on the veloci ty. For shear stresses small compared to the limiting sta tic shear
stress, stead y velocities Vb resul ted after som e ti me . Accelera tion tended to sta rt for a limiting
shear stress T m which was in most cases considerably less tha n the limiting sta ti c shear stress T S '
Constant appLied veLocity
The circular table system described by Budd (1976) was unsuita ble for t h e very large load
considered here. The geared drive was therefore modified to drive a winc h system which
pulled the rigs horizonta lly forward using cable and pull ey. In this way, a wide range of
veloci ties could be covered ( I to 10 5 m a - I) .
A large spring balance was inserted ini tia lly within the shear cable, but this was found to
have too much displacem en t, which a ltered the velocity, so a n engineering proving ring,
which has a dial microm e ter gauge to measure the force through sma ll displacement, was
used instead. Th e res ul tant shear stress w as then mo nito red as a fun ctio n of time.

RESULTS

Limiting static shear stress
Only a summary of the m aj or results is presented here. A detailed rep o rt is in prepa ra tio n
(Blundy, unpublished ).
For a given rough sla b the limiting sta tic shear was found to be approxim a tely pro portio nal
to the normal load . This es ta blishes a n effectively consta nt coeffi cient of limi ting frictio n f-Ls
which is cha racteristic of each slab, as sh own in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5a. Limiting static shear stress T S versus normal stress N for the different slabs is shown. The slopes of the straight lines
defin e constant limiting co4ficients of static fric tion I-'s.
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Fig . 5b. The limiting coifficients of static friction for the various slabs shown to be constant with shear stress with values sub·
stantially higher (in all cases, except for the pebble slab) thall the coefficients of limiting sliding friction obtained with the
constant applied shear-stress tests.

These coefficients of static friction represent the maximum slope tan IX for which temperate
ice could be expected to remain in equilibrium on surfaces of these types. In many cases the
limiting shear for acceleration in the constant-applied-load tests is less than T S ' The results
shown here have also been found to apply for higher normal loads and for shear stresses up to
eight bars, which approaches the limiting shear stress for temperate ice.

Constant-appLied-shear stress
Following the limiting static shear tests a series of tests of the constant-applied-shear type
were carried out for low normal loads up to five bar on slabs of different roughness. It was
found that, for low shear stresses, steady velocities resulted which were proportional to the
applied shear stress and inversely proportional to the normal load and the slab roughness
(Fig. 6). Table I shows that the wide variation in velocities at a given stress is to be expected
from an application of the simples t linear theory of Nye (1969) for the predominant wavelengths present when regelation is nt>glected. Integrals over th e whole roughness spectrum
could also be used , but for such large variations in roughness from slab to slab, this makes
littl e difference. For exa mple, Nye ( 1969) gives the following result for the viscous drag force
F in the absence of regelation over a bed whose surface elevation zo(x) (wavy in one dimension)
has th e spectrum Izo (k) 12 for wave number k, as

o

where TJ is the ice viscosity , U is the sliding speed , and the bar denotes the Fourier transform .
For a single sine wave of amplitude A and wave number ko the average drag shear stress,
'rxz ) , is given by

<

It is necessary, however, to omit the very high frequencies for which (a/>.)2 may become very
large. This is done to some extent for the analysis of the roughness by the profilometer through
the choice of the stylus size, and in the sliding experiments by the lubrica tion of a water film
with thickness of the order of one micrometre (Nye, 1973) '
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Fig. 6. Results of constant-applied-shear stress 7"1> for normal stresses N = 3.5 bar (- - - ) and 4.5 bar ( -- ) using the
concrete slab (I). A steady sliding velocity, VI> propurtional to 7"1>, resulted up to a maximum shear stress Tm beyond which
acceleration occurred. The transition tended to occur for approximately constant values of the product Tm VI>.

For all the slabs, acceleration became established for a limiting dynamic shear stress Tm
which was generally well below Tg. This was more apparent for the rough granite and coarse
sawn slab than for the pebble slab.
Since the velocities increased most rapidly for the smooth slabs which also had the lower
limiting shear stresses it meant that acceleration tended to set in for a fairly constant value
of the product Tm Vb, i.e. for acceleration

where c is a constant which, from these experiments, has the value 500 bar m a-I . This value
is similar to that suggested by Budd ( 1975) for steady-state values separating surging from
non-surging glaciers (which also corresponded to steady state). The value has a limiting
value of ocVZ where oc is the surface slope and Z the ice thickness .
Effect of normal load

For the high normal and shear stresses the linear relations with velocity no longer hold.
The v locity tended to increase with the stress cubed and to decrease linearly with normal
stress, i.e. for N > 5 bar

(5)
where K is a constant, dependent on roughness . The transition between the linear behaviour
at low loads, and the cubic behaviour at high loads means that in the region of the transition
the velocity drops much more rapidly with load. These features are illustrated in Figure 7
which shows the variation in velocity with shear stress and normal load for the smooth
concrete and rough granite slabs. For the higher normal loads on the granite slab, the
decrease in velocity for the onset of acceleration did not occur, and steady velocities occurred
right up to a critical coefficient of friction of about 0.4 . This result seems to be a consequence
of an increasing collection of rock particles in the ice during the sliding as described below.
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Fig. 7. R esults of velocities Vbfor testsfor constant-applied-shear stress Tbfor the smooth concrete and rough granite slabsfor
normal stresses N = 3.5 to 40 bar, as shown by plots of log Vb versus log Tb. The thick dashed line indicates the onset of
instability for which acceleration tended to set in whereas the thin dashed extensions to the lines indicate the velocities obtained
prior to acceleration. For the granite slab the onset of acceleration was quite sharp and is indicated by the arrows at the
ends of the lines.

The limiting shear stress was found to be a real limit by a technique using stroboscopic
lighting, and photographing the displacement every 0.2 s. For the case of the ten bar normal
stress on the rough granite, high acceleration set in beyond 4.2 bar. A slight increase in shear
stress caused velocities of up to 2.8 X 10 4 km a- I b y 0.4 s which represents a substantial
acceleration for the large mass (400 kg) .
The importance of n ormal load to viscous drag has not been incorporated in the common
ice-sliding theories, but is well recognized in general sliding and lubrication studies (Bowden
and Tabor, 1950- 64) . Lliboutry ( 1964- 65 , 1968, 1975) has included an effect of relative
normal load above the basal water pressure to give a resultant Coulomb-type fri ction law .
R eynaud (1973[ a]) used this theory with success in connection with the cross-sectional flow
of a glacier.

Constant-velocity tests
The work carried out so fa r with these tests has con centrated primarily on the development
of techniques. The main problem encountered was that a steady shear stress was difficult to
attain. Eventually this was overcome with the use of the proving rings, and a series of tests
over various velocities a nd normal loa d s have been carried out.
Some examples of resultant shear stresses as a fun ction of time a re shown in Figure 8 .
At th e beginning of each test there is a period during which the shear stress increases as the
slack in the system is taken up and the rig begins to move. After this the shear stress tends to
se ttle down gradually to a stable value. For exampl e, with a normal load of 30 bar on a
concrete slab there was fo und to be li ttle cha nge in sh ear ~ tress from a velocity of six to ten
kil ometres per year. There is an increase of shear stress with normal load , but the relationship
is no t one of proportionality. This means the effective coe ffi cient of sliding friction at constant
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velocity decreases with normal load. For example, with a velocity of ten kilometres per year
the coefficients of friction for JO bar was;::; 0.09 and for 30 bar was;::; 0.04. This was much the
same at 13 km a -I .
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Fig. 8. Results of some constant-applied- velocity tests for the smooth concrete slah (2),for normal stresses 10 alld 30 har, and
velocities V = 6,3, 9.8, and 13 .5 km a- I. After some time a stea4y shear stress results which tends to he constant with
increasing high velocities. Although the shear stress is higher for the higher normal stress the coe.fficient of sliding friction Pis lower.

Erosion
It was noticed during the constant-shear tests at high loads on rough granite that particles
of the rock had become embedded in the ice by the end of the experiment. This occurred in
spite of a thorough surface cleaning prior to a test. Consequently, the particles were collected
after the experiments and weighed, if they constituted a substantial amount. For low values
of the normal stress, shear stress, or velocity, the amount of material was very small but this
increased rapidly for higher values. The general results are shown in Table II.
The data of Table II can b e matched reasonably well by a relationship of the form
w a::. TNV1.
Since, from Equation (5),
the above relationship may be written
w a::. T2Ni.

From the table the constant of proportionality is given from
w = 0.8 mm a-I.
TABLE

11.

T =" I

EROSION FROM A ROUGH GRANITE SLAB BY ICE
AT THE MELTING POINT

N

T

V

W

bar

bar

m a-I

mm a- I

5
20
20
40
40
40

1.8
1.0
7·5
1.3
2 ·5
5 .0

3 20
12
45 00
13
63
4 00

2·5
0.81
33
5. 0
12
55

q
kg m-I a-I
2.1 X
2.6x
4 .0X
1.8 X
2.1 X
6 .0 x

103
10
105
10 2
10 3
10 4

w-wear-rate of the rock surface/unit area and unit
time.
q-mass sediment transport rate/unit distance across
the flow and unit time.
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DISCUSSION

The primary aim of this paper is to present results, but a few comments on the implications
for the sliding of real ice masses may be helpful.
I . The maximum slope for stable temperate real glaciers is about 35- 40 % (Koechlin,
1944; Budd, 1975)' Since ice masses stay in place for long times it is the dynamic limiting
shears and friction coefficients which are relevant. Of these only the pebble and granite slabs
approach a sufficiently high friction coefficient.
2. Ice falls tend to set in for slopes greater than 40 % , and sliding velocities tend to be
high , that is, more than a few hundred metres per year, e.g. Mer de Glace (Reynaud, 1973[b])
and Austerdalsbreen (Nye, 1958).
3. The constant-load tests for the granite slab suggest low sliding speeds for thick glaciers
with low shear stresses. Where buoyancy effects from basal water pressure are negligible, the
normal stress N may be taken to be proportional to the ice thickness. If the ice thickness is Z
and a cubic flow-law relation holds for the ice, then the total velocity V may be expressed as
the sum of the deformational and sliding velocities as follows:
V = Vi + Vb
(6)
= CIT3Z+C2T3/Z,
(7)
where Cl and C2 are constants.
For the granite slab we find C2 ::::: 2.5 X 10 3 m 2 a-I bar- 3 • From the analysis of Budd and
Jenssen ([1975]), the following values may be taken for real glaciers:
Cl = 0.06 bar- 3 a - I,
C2 = 1.8 X 10 3 m- 2 a- I bar- 3 •
From this, an expression for the sliding velocity as a proportion of the total velocity is obtained
as
(8)
In particular Vb ::::: Vi for Z::::: y' (C1 /C2). For temperate ice, if thicknesses are greater
than this, internal deformation dominates , and for thinner ice, sliding dominates. For the
above values, the ice thickness at the transition is about 173 m .
4. The dependence of the sliding veloci ty on the third power of stress for high normal stress
suggests that the controlling factor is ice deformation over the asperities rather than regelation.
Weertman (1957) gives the following for the sliding velocity Vb which results from deformational drag with a power-law flow with exponent n as
Vb = B[tTb(,\2/A2)]n;1,
(9)
where B is the flow-law constant, A is the height of the block obstructions, and .\ is their
spacing.
5. For a constant slope cx the sliding rate would increase with thickness as
Tb = pgcxZ,
( 10)
where p is the ice density and g the gravitational acceleration (again assuming no buoyancy
effects) .

6. The effective basal normal stress .V* in real glaciers depends not only on the normal
stress N due to the ice thickness but also on the buoyancy e ffect of the basal water pressure P
(Lliboutry, 1964- 65, 1968, 1975; Weertman, 1972 ).

N* = JV- P
where pw is the water density and h is the height above the base of the connected water table.
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Measurements by Mueller and Iken ( 1973), Boulton and Vivian (1973 ), Hodge (1976),
and others indicate that the water table can be quite high (about 0.7Z), and can affect the
sliding velocities, particularly in summer.
In the present experiments the normal stress should correspond to N*. Since N * = 0
for h ~ 0.9Z it is apparent from Figure 7 that a high water table could greatly increase
sliding velocities. For example, with an ice thickness of Z ~ 220 m (N ~ 20 bar), if, with the
water table Z* ~ 0.25Z (i.e. five bars), the velocity would increase from about 40 m a- I to
over 200 m a-I for a shear stress of 1.5 bar. This could explain the large annual variations
of some glacier velocities as, for example, recorded by Boulton and Vivian (1973) .
7. Fast-outlet polar glaciers often have their bases below sea-level. If the basal water is
connected, again it is the effective normal stress, above the buoyancy stress, whic h is relevant
as the normal stress. This could explain the low stresses and high velocities resulting for these
glaciers.
8. A similar situation could apply to surging glaciers where the ice thickness, slope, shear
stress, and basal water could build up together until the basal shear stress drops significantly
below the down-slope stress in which case a thickening wave can move down-glacier with
high sliding speed.
In the modelling of surges Equation (5) could be used for Tb < Tm (Z). For higher velocities the:; equation
could be used and the velocity derived from the longitudinal stress equation in a way
analogous to the method adopted by Budd ( 1975) ' In this case, the condition of gross equilibrium would not have to be invoked.
CONCLUSIONS

The experiments carried out so far have d etermined ice-sliding velocities for the wide
ranges of roughness, normal stress, and shear stress relevan t to real glaciers. Although the
contact areas were small and the roughness scales limited, a number of important results
central to the foundations of a practical sliding theory were obtained.
First, a limiting shear stress exists, which is a fun ction of roughness, normal stress, and
velocity; beyond the stress limit, the ice accelerates. The sliding speed decreases with effective
normal stress. The increase of sliding speed as the cube of shear stress as well as its decrease
with increasing roughness suggests that the sliding for these experimental scales is more
controlled by the ice deformation than regelation. The normal stress here can be expected to
correspond to the normal ice stress in excess of buoyancy stresses in glaciers. Thus, increased
buoyancy can increase sliding speed. Finally, it appears that the results presented here can
provide the basis for a sliding theory which has relevance to the sliding of ordinary glaciers
and also to ice falls, surging glaciers, and fast-outl et polar glaciers.
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DISCUSSION

J.

WEERTMAN: The accelerated sliding velocities that you observed are, I assume, a consequence of the fact that your bed spectrum is chopped off at large wavelengths. At the higher
sliding velocities the ice rides on top of the bumps and the effective bed spectrum chops off the
contribution of these waveleng ths too. Thus no part of the spectrum can act as a brake to the
sliding. The results of Barnes and oth ers (r97I ) might be explained in the same way. Glacier
beds are no t likely to have a spec trum in which the large wavelength contributions are missing.
Therefore , for glaciers the acceleration tha t you observe should normally be suppressed.

W. F. B UDD : The ice can smooth the bed by filling the higher-frequency hollows with stagnant
ice when the local shear-stress va riations exceed the yield sh ear stress. Precisely the same
effect should occur at the bed of glaciers over all scales. The viscous drag however for a sine
wave of amplitude a and waveleng th ,\ varies as a 2/ ,\l and so the amplitude of long waves
would need to be very large to give comparable resistance. N evertheless, if the local shear
stress reaches the yield stress, then the ice would be expected to b e sheared over in the hollows
as with the smaller wavelengths .
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B. LADANYI: When an ice block slides over an irregular surface one component of the sliding
resistance is due to the work done against the applied normal force when the system dilates
during over-riding of asperities. This results in an increase in the total coefficient of friction
at small stresses and displacements as you have actually shown in one of your figures. Did
you observe any sign of vertical dilation or contraction in your tests?
BUDD: During the tests the ice did tend to spread out under the high normal stress, but with
the piston system for the confined samples the load was restricted to a limited area.
L. A. LLIBOUTRY: I question your conclusion that a sliding proportional to 'T 3 must proceed
from a plastic process. For such small wavelengths and high sliding velocities Andrade's
transient creep should prevail. Since y ~ U/a and t ~ A/ U,

y

= At- i'TJ,

gives
Thus U should be proportional to 'T9.
BUDD: The fact is that the velocity does increase as 'T 3 for high normal loads. This could be
explained by the formula for viscous drag over a wave of amplitude a and frequency w:
'Tb OC 21)a2w3Vb, where 1) is an effective viscosity given by 1) oc I/'Ton+I, with 'To the octahedral
shear stress.
If the shear stress 'Tb is the dominant stress then Vb ex 'Tb n , with n = 3, for minimum
strain-rates or maximum stress.
C. F. RAYMOND: You find a transition from stable to unstable slip which is correlated with
Do you interpret this to arise as a result of production of water at the contact? If so,
might one expect the onset of unstable slip and subsequent behaviour to depend on sample
size for small samples, because of the proximity of edges to which water can flow?
'Tb Vb.

BUDD: So far no significant effect of sample size has been found for the surfaces given here.
The calculated water film is very small compared to the asperity sizes. The lubrication effect
associated with 'Tb Vb could be due to many factors including increased water production,
mechanical shearing of the ice, and softening of the ice through internal water production at
high stress concentrations around the asperities. More work on the extension of the experiments to larger contact areas should be done.
B. HALLET: Do you know how much your ice samples melt during the experiment? Do you
have any temperature measurements near the interface?
BUDD: Not exactly, but the loss from frictional heating can be calculated. Other losses of the
ice can include mechanical yield shearing of the ice around asperities, and spreading under
high normal loads. Temperature measurements have been made in the ice near the interface
which indicate temperatures very close to the pressure-melting point.
R. H. THOMAS: Is it possible that, at the roughness scale that you study, you are looking at the
regelation-controlled region of the sliding law?
If your ice samples are unconfined laterally then the stresses due to the overburden will not
be hydrostatic; could this produce a pseudo-viscous behaviour?
.
BUDD: Pressure melting can take place, but the water is largely squeezed out before refreezing.
Consequently it seems that non-linear viscous drag for ice at the melting-point is the controlling factor. The results for the confined and unconfined samples for low stresses were
found to be similar so that the point is not considered to be important. One may expect
similar conditions of non-hydrostatic stress to occur in some locations under glaciers also.
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